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Research-practice partnerships (RPPs) constitute a novel and valuable model for doing educational research, one that is growing in importance and in vitality. I celebrate that shift and greatly value the information presented in this book about one successful instantiation of the RPP model. We have come a long way beyond the metaphors ‘applied research’ and ‘translation from research to practice’ that dominated educational researchers’ thinking as recently as 20 years ago.

I have myself worked in those more traditional models, developing tools that proved their worth in experimental trials but then were handed off to teachers who never used them. The difference in uptake when we can provide tools to solve problems that teachers themselves nominate is enormous and deeply gratifying. Thus, I am a strong supporter. The partnership approach of developing tools in response to practitioner needs (and to the extent possible in collaboration with practitioners) is much more effective in leading to high-quality implementation, to measurable impacts and to sustainability.

The intuitive appeal of this common sense approach should not, though, blind us to the risks associated with it. The sudden popularity of the RPP model, and the consequent expansion of funding for research carried out in this tradition, threatens to transform a very good idea into a fashion or a trend. Thus the RPP label is now used for many different approaches to doing educational work in the real world, not all of which are equally authentic exemplars. We should be cautious not to let the heterogeneity of what people are calling RPPs dilute the construct and obscure the importance of the central principles, which are so well incorporated into the work presented in this volume, on the Learning Schools Model (LSM).

This model displays particularly robustly one of the basic RPP principles – that the work be done locally, with a rich understanding of the context. In the work of the Strategic Education Research Partnership (SERP; www.serp.org), with which I have been involved, we have found that approaches to an urgent problem of practice developed for a specific school district always end up being useful to and adopted by other districts, sometimes but not always with minor tweaks. In other words, as discussed extensively in Chapter Seven of this book, working locally does not mean jettisoning the potential for broader impact, or for contributing to research knowledge. But anticipating those more global contributions prematurely can undermine the local commitment.
In the SERP work we have experienced many of the tensions and challenges associated with adopting the RPP approach, some of which are brilliantly illustrated for the New Zealand context in this volume:

- SERP is committed to starting with the practitioners’ definition of the problem, but sometimes find that characterisation is not helpful. For example, in our early work in the Boston Public Schools we were asked by the superintendent to ‘solve’ the problem of middle-grades reading comprehension. The teachers, on the other hand, characterised the challenge as academic vocabulary – a much more tractable issue. We found, after many years of work, that tools to improve academic vocabulary did indeed improve reading comprehension (Jones et al., 2019), but had we started focussing on interventions for reading comprehension itself we might never have gotten there.

- The collaborative data analysis that is a core practice in the LSM is costly in time and can limit the sophistication of the analyses. An alternative model, adopted within the longstanding partnership between the Department of Early Childhood at the Boston Public Schools (DECBPS) and a team at the University of Michigan headed by Christina Weiland (Weiland, Sachs, McCormick, Hsueh, & Snow, in press) displays an alternative, in which Weiland’s advanced quantitative analytic capacities are deployed to answer urgent DECBPS questions, such as whether investment in summer school for lagging students was justified. Collaboration focussed on refining the question to that BPS got the answer it needed, rather than on engaged in the actual analytic process.

- The LSM centres its activities inside schools, with a focus on professional learning and development as the lever for improvement. SERP also works inside schools, but has focussed its efforts on developing tools that are immediately useful to teachers and that have the potential to change classroom practice; many of the SERP tools are designed to ‘carry the training with them,’ in part because the organisation does not have the capacity to deliver professional development at large scale. Other robust RPPs have focussed much more outside schools on structural and policy issues. The Chicago Consortium for School Research, for example, and the New York City Research Alliance have access to district data and respond to district requests for specific analyses, but also develop their own questions in discussion with the district. Collaboration in these cases is characterised by regular communication and adherence to a ‘no surprises’ rule before findings are made public. But the basic model of educational improvement puts more emphasis on district and school policies than the RPPs that do their work mostly with teachers, inside schools. A recurrent challenge, and one that the LSM team has solved brilliantly, is the sustainability of the partnership model. In the US context, where individual districts have considerable autonomy, where the tenure of district leaders rarely lasts more than a few years, and where new leadership is free to bring in new practices and curricula, the work that is needed to keep partnerships alive across transitions is daunting, and not always successful. There are great advantages to systems of education more like New Zealand’s, where there are fewer layers
between schools and central government and centralisation of curriculum and policies, which can promote a level of coherence that is rarely reached in US public schooling.

In short, this book can be read in many ways: as a primer in the advantages of RPPs as a new structure for engaging in educational research; as an analysis of the epistemological underpinnings of reliable knowledge about educational practice; as an encouraging story about educational improvement; and as a demonstration that lasting improvement in any complex system requires an unending cycle of learning how to learn.
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